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ABSTRACT
Self-Monitoring Blood Glucose (SMBG) Devices are now thought to be an integral component
in the prevention and management of diabetes mellitus which is increasingly becoming a major
health and economic burden particularly in developing countries. The marketing of these
Devices, however, are still not well regulated in most of the countries and this, in turn, may
lead to more harm than good to the patients who are using these devices. Retailers are the most
important contact points who create the interface among the Manufacturers, Professionals and
Consumers for popularization of health related devices. In this study, the Users' Choice of
SMBG Devices and its determinants, as reflected in the views of the Sales Persons (in a retail
shop) in Dhaka City of Bangladesh, have been explored. Twenty Sales Persons from 20 Retail
Shops, purposively selected from among major Dhaka City markets where these devices are
commonly sold, were individually interviewed using a pretested Interviewer administered
Questionnaire. The instrument consisted of six questions covering the Users' preference
regarding quality vs cost and also regarding the guidance and motives for purchasing specific
items. The results were analyzed by descriptive statistics. It was found that 90% of the
consumers are dependent on the suggestions of the Sales Persons regarding the choice of
devices. In 80% of the subjects the cost of the System was found to be the determining factor
regarding the choice of a meter. Only among 20% subjects, quality played any role in the
choice. In conclusion, the choice of specific SMBG devices in Dhaka City is overwhelmingly
influenced by Retailers (who, in most cases are not even qualified Pharmacists or Pharmacy
Assistants) and, except in few cases; Users are not concerned with quality. Price, particularly
the price of the strip, is the dominant factor on Users' choice of SMBG Devices.
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Introduction
Self-monitoring of blood glucose (SMBG) is
widely recognized as an integral component of
adequate diabetes management that enables
patients to control their blood glucose (BG) levels
effectively1. Several studies have demonstrated the
importance of tight blood glucose control for
diabetic patients, especially when applying
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intensive insulin regimens, to avoid occurrence of
hyperglycemia or hypoglycemia and their
respective long-term consequences2. Early
published reports indicated benefits for the patients
with improved metabolic control when blood
glucose (BG) was measured at home3-5. The
clinical benefits of SMBG in type 1 diabetic
patients are widely accepted6 and in type 2
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diabetes patients, clinical, epidemiological, and
economic evidence supporting SMBG is
accumulating steadily7-12. Guidelines from the
American Diabetes Association13 and the
International Diabetes Federation14 recommend
the use of SMBG as an integral component of
adequate diabetes management that enables
patients to control their BG levels effectively15.
The important role of accurate BG measurement
in the context of a pandemically increasing
number of diabetic cases worldwide has resulted
in an increasing number of BG monitoring
(BGM) systems16 which have been developed
and launched globally. A multitude of SMBG
systems are available and an increasing number
of new systems are being introduced every year.
Accordingly, both health care providers and
patients need guidance to choose between
systems at affordable price ranges17. Those
systems include well-established as well as
completely new ones, eg. Systems providing
new technologies. To ensure appropriate
function of the devices, standardization tests
have been introduced for quality assurance
purposes, which also allow for comparative
testing of BGM devices. In the developed world,
a few clinical trials have been conducted18-20 to
test compliance with accuracy requirements
stipulated by the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) 15197: 200321.
In Bangladesh, health care professionals and
diabetic patients are not largely aware about the
vital importance of SMBG and thus the device are
still not optimally popularized in our country. In
Bangladesh diabetes and related cardiovascular
disorder are rapidly growing health problems22
and a fairly large number of SMBG systems are
available in this market. However, the actual
number of those in use is unknown as there are
frequent fluxes or turnover in the market. In
reality there are many issues that manipulate Users
to purchase the devices. Sales persons of Retail
shops most of whom are not even qualified
Pharmacists are central contact persons who create
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the interface among the
Professionals, and Consumers.

Manufacturers,

No study has so far been reported from
Bangladesh to find out the actual factors or criteria
which the Consumers or Users usually consider in
purchasing or selecting the device. Under this
context, the present study was undertaken to
explore the views of major retailers of Dhaka city
on the Users' choice regarding SMBG Devices.
Materials and Methods
This was a cross sectional study which was
performed in the major markets of Dhaka city
where these devices are commonly sold. Twenty
Sales Persons from 20 purposively selected retail
shops were individually interviewed using a
pretested Interviewer administered Questionnaire.
The survey instrument consisted of six questions
covering questions evaluating perceptions of
Retailer on Users' choice regarding SMBG. The
following points were covered in the
Questionnaire: Tracking the Advisor (Sales
Persons in Retail shops, Self, Provider and others)
in whose suggestion a specific device was chosen,
Preferred price range for the Device (BDT), Any
question by the Consumer regarding accuracy,
and User priority regarding quality vs price (the
price of devices as well as strips).
Informed consent was obtained from individual
participants after detailed explanation of the
nature, purpose, and procedures used. Retailers
were informed about their right to withdraw from
the study at any stage. Ethical approval was
obtained from the 'Ethical Review Committee of
the Bangladesh University of Health Sciences'.
The results were analyzed by descriptive statistics.
Results
As shown in Table 1, 90% of the Consumers were
found to be dependent on the suggestions of the
Sales Persons regarding the choice of devices.
Among the Consumers 35% and 30% chose
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SMBG Devices in the price range of BDT 700 1000 and BDT 1000-1200, respectively. Among
the Consumers, 75% did not bother about the
quality of the SMBG Devices. The prices of the
SMBG Devices were found to be the main factor
among 80% of the Consumers behind the choice
(Table-1). Further analysis of the price issue
showed that the, cost of the strips were the main
determining factors regarding the choice of SMBG
Devices among 80% Consumers (figure 1).
20%

Meler prce
Strip price

80%

Figure-1: Concern for meter/strip price regarding in
choice SMBG Devices

Table-I: Retailers' perceptions on Users' choice
of SMBG devices
Variables

Number of respondents Percentage

Specific Device advised by
Sales Persons in Retail shops
Provider and others
Self

18
1
1

90
5
5

Preferred price range for the Device (BDT)
700-1000
1000-1200

7
6

35
30

1200-1800

4

20

1800-2500

3

15

Any question by the Consumer regarding accuracy
No
15
75
Yes
5
25
User priority regarding quality vs price
Quality
Price

4

20

16

80

Results are expressed as number and percentages
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Discussion
Blood glucose monitoring, an integral part of
standard diabetes care23, often shows significant
errors that are often poorly understood by
patients and providers24. With large number of
devices being available in the market, it is very
difficult for health care providers to assess the
relative accuracy of various blood glucose
monitoring systems25. It is important to explore
the motivating factor behind Users' Choice of
SMBG Devices. In Dhaka City of Bangladesh,
the Retailers in few major markets well thought
to be the most appropriate persons who can
deliver some information on the marketing
issues. The survey revealed that cost rather than
quality is the main factor which motivates the
consumers to buy specific SMBG Devices. It
appears that choice of the SMBG Device by
users are almost completely at the mercy of the
Sales Persons of the Retail Shops who
themselves are, in most of the cases, not
properly qualified and in many cases guided by
ill motives. The data also indicate that, except in
few cases, the Users do not bother at all
regarding quality issues; they are only
concerned with price, particularly price of the
strips. This is an alarming finding and the blame
should not go only to the Users or Retailers
alone. In fact, education is the most neglected
part of diabetes management in countries like
Bangladesh and the present findings suggest that
the patients are not educated properly regarding
the importance of use as well as quality of
SMBG Devices.
Conclusion
It can be concluded that, the Dhaka City
Consumers are almost fully dependent on sales
Persons in retail shops regarding the choice of
SMBG Devices, and cost (particularly strip cost)
rather than quality is the predominant factor in
choosing specific systems.
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